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Introduction (7 minutes)
Do
With students sitting at the table, begin the activity by
defining a habitat, slough and food chain.

Read
"In this activity, you will learn about the plants and
animals that live in the nontidal slough habitat by
observing slough water samples and building slough
food chains."

Ask

? Who can tell me what a habitat is? (A habitat
is a home for a plant or animal and it provides food,
water, shelter and space suitable to the organism's
needs)
? Does anyone know what a slough is? (A
slough is a natural waterway. It can be thought of as
a finger of the bay. It is an aquatic habitat.)
? Who can describe a food chain ? (A food chain
is a series of living organisms that feed on each
other.)
? Who knows what the producer is in a food
chain? ( A green plant capable of using the sun's
energy to produce food)
? Then what are the consumers in a food chain?
(Animals that get their energy by eating producers or
other consumers.)
? Can anyone give me an example of a food
chain? (In the salt marsh, the northern harrier feeds
on the endangered salt marsh harvest mouse which
feeds on pickleweed. Other answers are accept
able.)
Do
Show the students the food web of the nontidal
•
sloughs which is mounted on the wall.
• In order to familiarize the students with some of
the plants and animals of the slough, talk through
two food chains which make up the larger food
web (each color of yam designates one food
chain).
Read
"This is a food web. It is made up of several different
food chains. Let's look at two food chains that make
up this food web."

Do
Follow the colored yam with your finger as you read,
pointing to the plants and animals.
Read
"One food chain is: Phytoplankton (tiny plants) are
eaten by zooplankton (tiny drifting animals) which
are eaten by ducks."

Ask

? What is the producer? (Phytoplankton)
? What are the consumers? (zooplankton and
ducks)
Read
"Another food chain is: Phytoplankton are eaten by
bugs which are eaten by worms which are eaten by
ducks."

Ask

? What is the producer? (Phytoplankton)
? What are the consumers? (bugs, wonns and
ducks)
Read
• ''These food chains, along with others, combine to
form a food web.
• "In each of the bowls on the table there is a sample
of water from the nontidal sloughs that are outside
in New Chicago Marsh. This water contains a
number of food chains which contribute to the
food web of the nontidal sloughs."

Investigate Water Sample (15 minutes)
Read and demonstrate
• "You are going to investigate the sample of slough
water in front of you. When I am finished explain
ing the directions, dip your cup carefully into the
large dish to get a sample for your petri dish. Make
sure the petri dish is halffull.
• "Use your hand lens to look at the swimming
creatures.
• "To see an animal up close, use your eyedropper to
suck it up. Hold the slide with the depression side
up and carefully place a single drop containing the
creature in the hollow part of the slide.
• "Put it under the tripod magnifier and screw the top
up and down to focus.
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• "There are also Magiscopes® which you can take
turns using.
• "To use this type of microscope, place your slide on
the stage directly under the objective lens·about 1/2
inch away.
• ''To focus, slide the Magiscope® tube
slowly up or down until the image sharpens."
Do
• Have the students investigate their sample/ slides

Optical Tube
(.for viewi 13 )

Ask
? Who would like to describe their food chain?
(Allow each group to describe their food chain.)
? Why did the water look green? (It appears
green· due to phytoplankton, made up of tiny plants
called algae, that are suspended in the water.)
? What is the first link in our food chain? [Tiny
plants: phytoplankton (algae)]
? How do plants get their food? (Plants are
producers and make their own food using energy
from the sun.)
? What animal in your food chain eats the
producer? (Plants are eaten by animals which are
called consumers.)

Discussion (2 minutes)
Ask
? What would happen if (select one: phytoplank
ton, zooplankton, water boatman, fish, etc.)
disappeared?
• (The next organism up in the food chain would be
negatively affected, and the next organism above
that one, and so on, and so on.
• Loss of one food link in the chain could lead to
extinction of one or more organisms in the habitat.
• Organisms below the vanished animal in the food
chain might experience uncontrolled population
growth. All members of the food web are
interdependant.)
? How would a reduced food chain in the slough
habitat affect migrating birds? (If the slough
habitat provided fewer organisms to feed on, they
would have to look elsewhere for food. If the food
Construct Food Chains (6minutes)
web disappeared, so would the migrating birds.)
Do
? Pollutants affect the health of plants and
Split the students into four groups. Pass out one set
animals in- the slough. How do some pollutants
of food chain cards to each group - each set is
enter the bay and sloughs? (Through storm
backed by a different color.
drains, which run directly to the bay. Water carries
things from driveways and streets into storm drains.)
Read
? Once pollutants enter the slough, what
"Each group has a set of cards that makes up a food damage do they do? (Pollutants enter the food
chain found in the nontidal sloughs outside in New
pyramid and become concentrated in animals at the
Chicago Marsh. Working as a team, arrange your
top of the food pyramid.)
set of cards into a food chain."
? How can you help prevent pollutants from
entering the slough? (Don't dump anything down
Do
storm drains; use garden pesticides, herbicides, and
Work with the groups, as needed. When the students fertilizers sparingly; pick up animal wastes and throw
are finished have each group share their food chain
away; recycle motor oil; use nontoxic cleaners, such
with the rest of the students.
as baking powder and vinegar, or products in stores
that say "nontoxic"; teach others about pollution;
stencil storm drains. etc.)
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